Cj2a overdrive

New Posts. Members Profile. Post Reply. That said, I'd be curious if those with problems had
one of his 'new' ones or rebuilt old ones? Maybe "Those Guys" will elaborate. I don't know the
specifics. I know some of my friends have discussed installing the washer and clip inside the T
case. Not fun in mild terms. Wow, Dualamatic, Husky,Warn, Saturn, a bunch of names that make
the overdrives. Internal differences. Some are not produced anymore. I see Saturn advertised
new. When you say small hole Transfercase, you mean the intermediate shaft????????? I
understand front or rear shift. Personally I lean to the older Warn units because of overall
quality and parts availability. Like all Jeep components the famous Dana model 18 D18
underwent a continual progression of changes. The 2. This progression changed the ratio from
2. Why bother? That was Dana Spicer first attempt to quite down the model 18 transfer case.
The gear teeth were re-cut finer and at a slightly different pitch. The roller bearing count was
also increased and the roller cage was eliminated. That implies that this particular small hole 2.
In the silent type transfer case was finally perfected and it is commonly known as the Dana
model This last progression of the D18 is commonly called the big hole D The big hole D18
utilizes the stronger and slightly heavier D20 case with it's inherent index bore 4". The big hole
D18 gears sets remained the same as the 2. The big hole D18 front bearing cap was changed to
a single stick configuration. It is the strongest of the D18 transfer cases. One cannot simply
swap the gears between 2. However one could swap the complete 2. D's were never built as 2.
D20 cases can be used for many drivetrain applications intermixed with 2. The ultimate D18
entails the stronger big hole case with 2. Currently building my final F powered 3B. While Herm
may be the only game in town, his reproduction parts and their tolerances are terrible. It's
always "shim here and try this" My experience with a new A. Ultimately I had to solve the
problem and make modifications to correct a manufacturing error on my own. I absolutely love
the way it works, not simply for it's intended performance effect, but for the fun of using it as
well. Twelve speeds forward, f our speeds in reverse, and I think seven ways to be in neutral.
Thanks Ken for clearing me up on large and small hole. One comment I've recieved which is
pretty neat , is you can shift on the fly in first and stay in first. To me, that would be a firstpun
intended. Looking forward to having one or two or three. The "stick-out length" was never
anywhere close to what is called out in the installation instructions I think it was 0. If I would
have shimmed it out to that measurement, I would have bound up the syncro ring on the syncro
taper. If measurements change, they should at least be in the instructions so that you don't
have to take the thing in and out 3 times to adjust the shims only to figure out it will never work
once you get the measurement right. I knew I had it right when there was just a slight amount of
syncro drag in neutral on the OD. Mine works fine now in all forward gears. Smooth shifting and
no grinding. Unfortunately it pops out of reverse direct under heavy torque. At some point I
would like to correct that, but no idea how. I am fairly certain that I cant shim the bowls gear
closer because the syncro would drag heavily in neutral. What a pain. My ATV grinds with every
shift unless you are at a complete stop. Double clutching does not make a difference. If I adjust
so that it does not grind it constantly pops out of gear. I've had it out a several times and have
tried the shims Herm sent me. I've been driving it for two years and just try and shift it as slowly
as possible as to minimize grinding. The Saturn unit I bought for another Jeep bolted on and
worked perfectly from Day 1. Shifts as smooth as hot butter and never jumps out of gear. I have
to back-up what others have said about the ATV OD as far as install instructions and shimming
are concerned. It's been a while since install but I remember it hit the. It popped out of OD on
deceleration. A call to Herm found me not talking to the same Herm I talked to when placing the
order but the Alter-Herm that was terse when questioned. We all have bad days so I get it. When
questioned about the magic. I never met a mule I didn't like! Keep 'em Rollin'. I'm wondering if
I'm going to wish this thread came up 4 years ago when everyone and their brother told me to
go to Herm to get my OD. I don't think I read anything about problems with his OD's before this.
I guess I will find out. Though I intend on using the OD slightly different then most in that I will
leave it in High range unless off road at which time I will disengage it. I have no intention of
splitting gears I do quite enough of that in the 18 speed Road Ranger I drive every day in the
Dump truck I use at work. Mark W. I think your plan will change once you get off road, a must
have in my opinion! Are you saying that somehow I will need an OD off road? It's one of those
things you don't need but once you have it you wonder how you ever managed without it, on or
off road. The OD is syncroed and awful nice to split 1st and 2nd. Otherwise you're always
grinding from 2nd down to 1st when you need it. Of course you don't NEED to use it, but If you
are logged in, go to the bottom of the discussion page to the "how to information", and open
that up. You can check all 3 of the topics on overdrives like I did when I was working on mine!
It's like the proverbial bible with a ton of pictures. Everything you need to know!! Very good
Chuckie! You want to weigh in with your OD experience? I, and others who posted most likely
shared your opinion before we had an OD, after all, they are for the road to lower RPM's, not so.

The ability to split gears in low range is an outstanding asset off road. In time you will agree,
LOL. Has anyone bought an overdrive from Walck"s or Kaiser Willys? Any opinions? You
cannot post new topics in this forum You cannot reply to topics in this forum You cannot delete
your posts in this forum You cannot edit your posts in this forum You cannot create polls in this
forum You cannot vote in polls in this forum. No problem, Advanced Adapters is the
manufacturer for them the new ones anyway. Green Disease, Jeeps, Old Iron! You have to know
what you are looking at. Ask any seller to furnish tons of pictures; if they won't, pass. Saturn AA
has a known problem with the shift fork Saturn is aluminum vs Warn bronze They won't address
that I'd source a good used Warn unit; I'd even buy two to make just one good one. Quality is
like buying oats I have a Warn in my Jeep; the same one that came with it in I also have 2 used
Warn units tucked away if the need ever arises. C Status: Offline Points: Forum Permissions
You cannot post new topics in this forum You cannot reply to topics in this forum You cannot
delete your posts in this forum You cannot edit your posts in this forum You cannot create polls
in this forum You cannot vote in polls in this forum. New Posts. Members Profile. Post Reply. I
would like to know if it is really worth your while to install an overdrive, be it Warn or Saturn? I
use my Jeep for longer drives in the country and do not want to shift gears all the time when
driving into headwind or up an slight to moderate incline. I have a '48, recently overhauled
engine, and have 6. I installed the Saturn OD several months ago Someone had put an F head in
the '46, so it had a little more power. My expectations on this installation were more than
exceeded. Keep in mind, you can use it in any gear. If you have any hilly terrain, you will
especially love being able to shift into 2nd OD and probably leave it there and not have to keep
going back and forth between 2nd and 3rd I even have occasions when I shift into 1st OD
instead of 2nd if I'm going to go ahead slow for a distance Once you install it, and you are
running at 45 MPH in 3rd OD, try shifting back into 3rd and hear the difference Good Luck! Jpet,
a member on here did a nice test with his CJ2A with and without overdrive. A big eye opener. I
was really surprised that he couldn,t go as fast in overdrive as he could without it. Do a search
and check it out. I find this hard to believe, assuming everything is stock and in good order. I
found a post by Jpet After the OD install, and on a mile trip, he ran at 45mph and averaged
23mpg. Doesn't sound like he had a problem with going as fast in OD as without. I can't tell from
what he wrote if these were max speeds, but it sounds like he had no problems cruising at My
top speed went from 55 to MPH I normally cruise at 45MPH. You will get better MPG. It will be a
lot quieter. Genl' Willys is stock. That means no lockout hubs and x 16 NDTs. But hey. I'm open
minded. Let's see youns' videos. Thanks Jeff. I couldn't find Old General doing his thing in the
search. I have it save in my favorites now. Cool movie. I live in a very mountainous area and find
the OD to be very useful for splitting the gears. To: Doctor JPet, P. Pretty Handsome Dude!
Made me want to " hold on " just watching it! Genl' Willys spear headed the experiment. He has
an overdrive. I don't. He ain't no desk general. He's in the trenches with the troops. On a side
note, I wish some of youns' would conduct the same experiment and post up. L engine 2. Stock
carter carb 4. Windshield up 5. I wish one day ill one day get an OD for mine.. I checked them.
They also have assembly dates stamps from April '46 so they are original. Think about it. The
engine is rated 60hp rpm. I think somewhere I read that the original tires are 29" diameter. I
measured mine and I get 28" so I'll go with that for now. If my calculations are wrong please
advise. GW was not able to get to An overdrive could not help the situation because with a
higher output gear, he would have even less power. The same goes for 4. This is why I maintain
that if your goal is more speed, you need more power to go along with higher gears, otherwise
you can't pull the gears. You saw the video. Genl' Willys agrees. Perhaps some of youns' have
stronger motors than GW has and that is why you can cruise at 60 with pedal left over. I don't
know but I'm curious. Let's see some more video. I would say one thing. You need to get your
motor to do 4k rpm under load. I doubt it. I second not being able to get to My 3A can't do it. I
can get to 55 and that is about it. Thank you for the response. If I am not able to make up my
mind I must surely be a woman. Wind resistance. A 1 to 2 mph increase in headwind speed,
although you won't notice it, would have a huge impact at 55 mph. Calculations in order jpet.
You cannot post new topics in this forum You cannot reply to topics in this forum You cannot
delete your posts in this forum You cannot edit your posts in this forum You cannot create polls
in this forum You cannot vote in polls in this forum. I have x16 NDT tyres on the Jeep. Same
pattern as on MB. Was on Herm the overdrive guy's website. Any other site to visit? Would
appreciate your comments. Don't leave home with out one. Those NDT's have a lot of rolling
resistance. The octane rating of fuel. Thank you Adri. Forum Permissions You cannot post new
topics in this forum You cannot reply to topics in this forum You cannot delete your posts in
this forum You cannot edit your posts in this forum You cannot create polls in this forum You
cannot vote in polls in this forum. This is an outstanding and rare early Jeep! Off Frame
Restoration to exacting standards. Highly detailed chassis. Driven miles since restoration! All

steel. Brown interior. Powered by the famous Cubic Inch "Go Devil" 4-cylinder engine. This Jeep
has lots of great options and accessories. Front Passenger seat. Rear seat. Drive side mirror.
Rear view mirror. Spare tire. Turn signals. Modern tail lamps for safety. Front seat belts for
safety. Dual manual windshield wipers. Under the seat tool box. Reversing lamps. The electrical
system has been upgraded to volt with an alternator for modern touring. Firestone script tires.
Excellent road manners. Ready to Drive, Show and Enjoy. Watch this great Jeep in action:.
Thank you. It is very hard to find a CJ-2A this nice. I have driven it over miles this week. It is a
great Jeep. It'll never get to play in the dirt again! Thanks Matt! I am not sure if driving onto a
golf course at a concours would count as going off road or not? But this little Jeep is ready!
When I was growing up my Dad drove a 46 Jeep as his daily driver. He chose the 46 as it was
the only year with column shift and he could lay his rifle flat between the seats and not upright.
Thank you very much! If you Dad's Jeep had the column shift it was very early in the
production. Well if you drove it through the sand trap I guess you could. Very nicely done by the
way and a real head turner! You need to be a member in order to leave a comment. Sign up for a
new account in our community. It's easy! Already have an account? Sign in here.
Recommended Posts. Brass is Best 1, Posted July 26, Posted July 26, Link to post Share on
other sites. More photos:. Posted July 29, Nice unit. I wish my unrestored Jeep CJ-2A looked
that nice. Brass is Best 1, Posted July 30, Posted July 30, Matt Harwood 12, Posted July 31,
Posted July 31, Brass is Best 1, Posted July 31, Posted August 4, Brass is Best 1, Posted
August 4, Joe in Canada Posted August 4, Brass is Best 1, Posted December 2, Posted
December 2, This Jeep is a pleasure to drive and enjoy. Create an account or sign in to
comment You need to be a member in order to leave a comment Create an account Sign up for a
new account in our community. Register a new account. Sign in Already have an account? Sign
In Now. Followers 1. Go to topic listing. Sign In Sign Up. Mike: "I just bought a '62 CJ-3B that
has three levers on the transfer case. I know about the standard two levers but was baffled
about the third one. So I crawled under and low and behold, a Husky Overdrive. I've never seen
one and don't know a thing about it. It was made in Colorado. It's mounted right to the back of
the transfer case in line with the trans tail shaft. Any info would be greatly appreciated as I have
no clue how to use it. Steve Perialis: "The OD is not hard to use. The long third lever is used to
change each gear to a higher speed ratio. Need to down shift? Basically you now have a
SIX-speed transmission. You should be able to get that aluminum housing to come back a little,
so that you can put a screw driver in between the aluminum housing and the transfer case. Be
careful not to damage the aluminum housing when you use two screwdrivers, one on each side
to pry the casting to the rear. What is happening is that there is a cage bearing inside of a part
called a spyder blank, and this spyder blank shrinks and conforms to the shape of the cage
bearing housing making it a tight fit. You have to pry evenly because if you don't you only make
it tighter to remove. When you have it back far enough that your screwdriver is too small, then
add a piece of wood for a shim and continue until it is removed. This is the only way to remove
the rear assembly without causing possible damage to other parts. Do not remove any other
bolts or parts as that does you no good except to give you a bag full of parts that you may lose.
The next part is the tab washer. Now this part serves the purpose of a lock washer as it locks
the drive nut from turning unscrewing when the OD is installed. The drive nut will not come out
as it is a part of the barrel assembly. If you have an extremely difficult removal and need some
help, don't hesitate to give me an e-mail or a call and I will try to help you with it. Do not use a
torch! Compatibility: Axle Ratios Oldtime commented on the effectiveness of an overdrive with
different gear ratios in the axles. They never designated the Warn O. I fully believe their
reasoning was specifically due to the relatively low HP of the 4-cylinder engines. In fact I
thoroughly tested 3B's for optimum gearing combinations using a strong running Hurricane.
The absolute best gearing for a powered Willys is 5. I also tested a strong running 3B with 4.
The 3B actually runs faster on flat to uphill grades with 5. The lowered 1st gear effects what I
call the 'Start Off Ratio'. With T90 C its easier to 'Start Off' in second gear if performing a rolling
stop. Rolling stops are usefull when you don't have a synchronized 'Start Off' gear. I know there
are different spline counts, but is there any way of knowing what fits what without a tear down?
Hubbard's Halfcabs: "You need to match two things. They will all be 29 tooth '56 on up , but you
also need to make sure you get the right spline count. You need a 6 spline; the only CJ-5s that
don't have a 6 spline output on their model 18 transfer cases are the ones with the V6 Ta three
speed transmissions which started in late '66, so obviously any CJ-5 before that will be a 29x6.
The Warn tag will tell you the spline count or you can just look down the barrel of the overdrive
and count the splines, 6 or William Barrow: "The spline count and tooth count you are looking
for is indeed a 29 or tooth gear with 6 splines. You will have to verify the tooth count for your
transfer case. My 3B is a '54 model, which should have had the tooth gear, but when I tore it
down for a V6 swap big mistake, don't do it if you haven't already I found it to have a tooth gear

and the large hole t-case. The Ta non-synchronized 1st, 6 splines according to a friend but I
can't guarantee his knowledge and the T synchronized 1st gear, 10 splines. I believe the Ta was
installed in ', maybe '68 my friend's '68 CJ-5 basket case has this trans , and the T from late ' My
3B, '71 CJ-5, and Jeepster all have this trans. Don't rely on this as Bible truth. This is just what
I've seen on a few Jeeps. Evan: "Since you never know if your transmission has been swapped
out the best thing to do is to physically get under the Jeep, remove the cover where the
overdrive would go, and look in the back of the TC where the main gear is and count the teeth.
When looking under the Jeep from the back end, this shaft is held in place with a metal tab. The
metal tab is held in place with a bolt. If you have a caliper, this will save you the 'enjoyment' of
the smell of gear lube. Supposed to be out of a Jeep, of unknown vintage, but the setup has the
long trans input shaft on the T I've been told that the long shaft is from an L vehicle. My
question is this: When was the changeover from the 26 to the tooth transfer case made? Can
gears simply be swapped out in the transfer case to make the 'wrong' OD unit work in the 'right'
transfer case? Or is this more trouble than it is worth? Any help at all would be appreciated.
Karl Russell: "I don't know the date for the 26 to tooth change at the factory. The info used to be
posted at the Advance Adapters website, but it doesn't include the serial numbers anymore. It is
possible the transfer case has been swapped around in the meantime anyway, so it is not
ironclad. You can swap the gear sets between a 26 and tooth transfer case. It would have to be
all the gears, not just the adjacent intermediate gear. Rebuilding the T18 transfer case is not
hard, but "a quicker method would be to swap the overdrive planetary assembly for one with the
correct tooth count. Herm is about the only source I know of for Husky OD parts. He can be a bit
hard to reach, so leave a message and don't be alarmed if it takes a few days to hear back from
him. I'll vouch he is one of the nicest guys you'll ever meet in this hobby and he could probably
set you up with the planetary you'd need. His prices are very reasonable. You should always
count the teeth on the transfer case input gear if you are not sure. Herm Tilford: "All that is
necessary to convert the 26 to a 29 tooth overdrive is to replace the barrel gear in either a Husky
or a Warn overdrive. I have many of the parts for both units Herm The Overdrive Guy. Jim: "I
just purchased a Warn Overdrive still attached to a model 18 transfer case with the T90
transmission shaft sticking out. I took the 5 bolts out of the OD and removed the unit, then took
the square snap ring off. The cluster gear still seems tight to the end of the transmission shaft
and I don't want to force anything without advice. Dave: "After you remove the snap ring inside
there is a locking tab that needs to be removed. A magnet will pull it out. Then you will see a
star shape in the center; this is a locknut you need to remove. You are probably going to have
to put the shaft in a vice to hold it because that nut is usually pretty tight ft lbs. After you get
that nut off, your shaft should slide right out. Herm Tilford: "If you hear or see or have the
opportunity to purchase a "used" OD, be very careful. There are some bad people out there that
are trying to sell used OD's and "rebuilt" OD's for a lot of money. If you have an opportunity to
buy a used OD at least be informed so that you don't end up with the wrong tooth count or the
wrong spline count. This is the cost for just the parts. Please, if you have any questions just
ask; my phone number in Washington state is if you need to know right away. It is easy to check
the most expensive parts. Then take the two parts apart and look at the surfaces and see if there
is any side play to the spyder gears. If all looks good then replacing the bearings and o-rings
and gaskets would be a good idea. The worst was a "rebuilt" OD that was nothing more than
washed in a solvent tank and was damaged badly and was the wrong spline count and the
buyer had no recourse. If a seller tells you that something has been rebuilt, ask him what he did
and what the condition of the gears was. Ask whether he does this a lot, or is this the first one
that he has done. Just ask questions to see if this person is informed. Be careful. And if I was
buying something expensive I would talk to the person on the phone rather than the Internet.
Thanks to all the contributors, and Jaime Gomis and John Hubbard for photos. Visit CJ3B. This
all-range overdrive is a great addition to any of the early model Jeeps from to , and I. Scouts
with the Model 18 transfer case. The Saturn overdrive is a fully synchronized unit that can be
shifted-on-the-fly. When installing the unit, only minor modifications are required to the
floorboard for the shifter. The Saturn is built to handle up to ft. The Saturn is the original unit
designed and developed by Warn Industries. Soon after their introduction, another unit emerged
in Colorado by the name of Husky or Dual-A-Matic. Both units were available for the early Jeep
and Scout vehicles. The units were offered with the 6 and 10 spline internal assembly and the 26
or 29 tooth output gear. Both units were very popular in the mids, but it wasn't until the
introduction of the Dana Spicer Model 20 transfer case in that production quantities started to
recede. The Warn and Husky overdrives were no longer compatible. Both companies stopped
production, and the availability of spare parts became very scarce by the mids. The components
we manufacture today are the same as the old Warn components. We have incorporated a few
upgrades on the units we sell today, but these units are all still interchangeable with the original

Warn overdrive. Note: The Saturn is not compatible with the Husky unit. The Saturn overdrive
installs directly on the backside of the transfer case through the inspection cover. No cutting or
modification of the drivetrain is required. No relays and electrical connections required. If you
are interested in a lower gear set for your Dana 18 transfer case, but would like to retain your
overdrive, we offer a Saturn bowl gear that will work with the gear reduction kits currently on
the market. If a low gear set is purchased, we have available a Saturn overdrive less the bowl
gear. Advance Adapters purchased the tooling, engineering data, and inventory from Warn in
The Saturn overdrive will only fit the vehicles listed that have a Dana 18 transfer case. Saturn
Overdrive information saturn. Saturn Parts Diagram. T14 10 SPL. I recommend them highly.
Among other things, it makes highway driving far more bearable, cuts down on the noise, and
you get a modest increase in highway mileage. The overdrive is very easy to install, just remove
the plate on the back of the transfer case, remove the cotter pin from the end of transmission
shaft, pull the drive gear off, thread the planetary unit on, torque it up, get the star lock washer
on, then bolt on the rest of the unit. The shifter bolts to the top of the transmission and the
linkage is a simple rod. You can modify the bracket and linkage as needed. Probably have to cut
the floor. The quality of the unit was equal to the gears in the transmission, nice brass
synchros, very well made. One of my Jeeps overdrive bolted to a T 4-speed had an occasional
gear clash problem when shifting, possibly main shaft end play or lousy bearing or something,
Pity the Spicer 18 transfer case is a dying breed, though the Saturn overdrive compliments it
nicely. Did you find this review helpful? Our Technical Data Knowledge Base contains
information Works with Info appears in a popup window. Info Installation Tech Vault This
all-range overdrive is a great addition to any of the early model Jeeps from to , and I. Click Here!
Contact Us Call us today at The robust ci Go-Devil flat four that resides under the hood of
Project Colonel Mustard, once heralded for its power, produces about 60 hp and lb-ft of torque.
The three-speed T transmission had enough gears for the rural roads of the day that the Willys
CJs were expected to traverse, but in today's fast-paced world, we find it hard to hold 55 mph
on the freeway and feel good about the 3, rpm the engine is spinning when the redline is only 4,
rpm. The Colonel's dash plate says the maximum speed in Third gear high-range is 60 mph.
Well, anyone who owns a flattie with the Go-Devil engine in it can tell you that this is on a good
day downhill with the wind at your back. Enter Advance Adapters' excellent Saturn Overdrive.
Thanks to the Dana 18 transfercase design, Advance Adapters' Saturn Overdrive can be
installed in an afternoon even if you have never done it before. Because the overdrive unit
utilizes the PTO output shaft, there are no modifications needed to the driveline. This makes for
a cost-effective and simple upgrade. Plus, these little guys are made strong, easily holding up to
the torque of a small-block V-8, let alone the limited output of our Go-Devil. The overdrive also
reduces engine revs by 25 percent, making 55 mph a much more comfortable affair hmm,
suddenly the brakes and steering seem to need attention. The other bonus is a myriad of
gearing possibilities, now that the Colonel has a total of 12 forward and 4 reverse gears. In
those trail situations where we find First is too low and Second too high, we now have the
ability to find the perfect gear in overdrive First. For the install, we headed over to see Mel Wade
at Off Road Evolution in Fullerton, California, who we know to be a true flattie fanatic. Close Ad.
Forums Photos Industry Videos. Sean P. Holman Photographer, Writer. Share on Facebook
Share on Twitter. JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. You must have JavaScript
enabled in your browser to utilize the functionality of this website. New Replacement Overdrive
Comes complete with shifter and everything you need for install. This all-range overdrive is a
great addition to any of the early model Jeeps from to The Saturn overdrive is a fully
synchronized unit that can be shifted-on-the-fly. When installing the unit, only minor
modifications are required to the floorboard for the shifter. The Saturn is built to handle up to ft.
The Saturn is the original unit designed and developed by Warn Industries. The units were
offered with the 6 and 10 spline internal assembly and the 26, 27 or 29 tooth output gear. The
Saturn overdrive installs directly on the backside of the transfer case through the inspection
cover. No cutting or modification of the drivetrain is required. No relays and electrical
connections required. To determine your tooth count - remove the round access cover on the
back drivers side of the Transfer Case and count the number of teeth on the main driver gear.
Availability: In stock. More Views. Add to Cart Add to Wishlist. Product Videos. All questions
will be displayed after moderation. Submit Question. And will you take a t core for the core on a
T traanny? You would have a D18 transfer case. Please call and ask for Mike M. All answers will
be displayed after moderation. Submit Answer. Will the overdrive work in my truck? Peter N.
Sorry, no. Questions: Can I add a overdrive to a FC that have stock transmission t Do I need any
extra hardware or modifications? Due to the FC design I do believe you will run into fitment
issues. T18 transfer case. Will this work for me? Sorry, not with that automatic. Can you install
the overdrive with a PTO already installed? Also, what is the tooth count for a CJ5? See part

number: A You would be 29 tooth in that year. Questions: I bought the overdrive unit maybe
years ago and never put it in because I went to South America. I have time to do it now. Is a
three-hole boot available for the unit? The boot that I received with the unit is just a flat piece of
rubber. These come with a boot. Please email mike kaiserwillys. Questions: I have a 58 cj5 how
do you know what gear and spline to order. Just take the access cover off the back of your
transfer case on the drivers side its only 6 bolts and count the number of teeth on the gear
there. Questions: on the options list are they correct on the teeth count. Yes, these are the
options for the teeth count. Questions: What is overdrive going to do for me? I have what is
supposed to be a 61 CJ5 with 4cyl. F Head engine. Questions: I assume the shifter is the one for
a two lever transfercase? I see Advanced adapters also shows one for a single lever
transfercase. This is for a twin and single stick Dana 18 transfer case. Thasnl you, Dave.
Typically no, but see part number: A to allow it. It is an adapter kit. Questions: Does the It
appears there is a shift boot included, but I can't tell if it seals the area around the shifter shaft?
Please advise, and thanks. Yes, the shifter assembly is included in the price. It is a complete kit.
Questions: Hey Mike! Would you know tooth count off hand or should I pull inspection plate to
check? I assume I need to drain oil to pull the inspection plate or I will have a big mess, correct?
If your a then you wiill be a 29 tooth count. An M38A1 in that year would typically be the 29 tooth
count. Will the PTO and Saturn overdrive work with this setup? Question By: derek on Aug 4
PM. I just got this truck, it has the new overdrive installed and I have the standard shifter that
came in the OD kit. But of course that wont work in the cab over setup. Do you have the shift
linkage for a FC or even specs of how to make on perhaps? Thanks and Best Regards Bob. I do
offer a universal linkage kit that may work for you. Email mike kaiserwillys. Questions: What is
the overdrive ratio? How much should it speed and rpm's on a CJ-2? Its more like adding a 4th
gear. Questions: i have a cj2a would like the over drive but don't know about the teeth number.
You should 26 tooth if your a CJ-2A. All you have to do is take the access cover off the back of
the transfer case next to the e-brake set up and count the teeth on your gear. Questions: Does
this kit also include the floor boot and required hardware for the floor boot install? Those are
separate items. Questions: Is there anyway to just purchase the linkage? Give us a call toll free
and we can work with you on it. Questions: will it fit Willys 6 Cylinder 4X4 Trucks? If you have a
Dana 18 transfer case with T90 transmission yes. Questions: I have a cj2a and I do understand
this will work on my D18 transfer case. Question is with the overdrive in gauged does the 4
wheel drive still work? Question By: keith welch on Mar 31 AM. In 4WD you wouldnt use the
overdrive because you have to be in low range with in 4x4 mode. Questions: I have a '48 2WD
Truck, obviously with our a transfer case. Is there an overdrive solution for this vehicle? As of
right now, no. The overdrive units are only for the 4 wheel drive vehicles. Questions: I have 48
Cj2a do you have to remove transfer case from jeep to install this overdrive kit. No, it installs on
the access cover on the back, drivers side of the transfer case. You do not need to remove.
Questions: will this overdrive fit my Dana 20? Sorry, this is for the Dana 18 transfer case only.
Questions: I see a 29 tooth kit, does that assume the shaft is a 6 spline? Question By: eric on
Dec 31 PM. Typically you are 10 spline with a 29 tooth. Questions: How much does all this kit
weight? Question By: joaquin on Dec 4 AM. The Overdrive weighs 35 pounds and is shipped in
a 21x13x12 size box. Questions: Is there a warranty on the overdrives? We extend a 3 year
warrenty on these. Questions: what body modifications do I have to do to my GPW to add this
overdrive? Question By: kameron naujokas on Nov 20 AM. You would just need to mount the
shifter there by your transfer case levers. See above install instructions in link too. Questions:
aney ideal why i am having so much trubel with this huskey. We dont sell Huskey. Please call us
toll free and we can try to help you. Questions: Hello sir. Does this install where the PTO does?
Yes, that is correct, it installs off of the access cover on the backside of the Transfer case.
Questions: I need a star washer and snap ring for my warn overdrive unit. Do you sell them
separately? Thanks, Cole. If you have a Warn overdrive i can probably provide but will need
more information. Questions: I have a fc narrow track, kneed a shift linkage kit for the OD. Can
you advise me? Thanks Bill. I can try to help. Call us toll free. We can point you in the right
direction. Questions: Is there an overdrive unit that will fit a FC? Also, does it matter if the
drivetrain is original, but the motor is a gm 6 cyl. Call us toll free and we can see what we can
do. For the FC you may require some modification. When I try and put the main unit on it is
hitting the bottom of the body. The PTO shifter hole has a rounded edge that might be causing
some of the issue but I don't think all. Is this normal? Sounds like your body may not be
mounted correctly or is low. Please call us toll free and we can help you troubleshoot.
Questions: When installed on a M38 with the overdrive engaged is 60mph a realistic cruising
speed on a level section of freeway? These vehicles will 'cruise' well around Questions: can you
get the rubber boot and retainer like comes in this kit i dont see a listing. Question By: kurt on
Apr 6 AM. Questions: my cj2a has a different engine and the tranny and transfer case have been

moved back 4 inches,,it also has a 3 inch body lift,will the shift lever still work properly,.
Question By: scott breden on Jan 28 PM. Yes, it should, you will have to just relocate the hole
position where it comes thru the floor on the shifter. Questions: When I install this overdrive
unit in my transfercase, can I keep the unit engaged without attaching the lever to it? This
requires the shift linkage to be installed that comes with the kit to work properly. I put It does
have Timken 5. I just now got on road 50MPH tops!!! Question By: eli eslenterprises. The Willys
Jeeps and Trucks in general have a top speed of around 50 mph. They cruise best at around
Sorry I do not carry an overdrive for the Dana 20 transfer case. It looks like it would only work
for the output to the rear axle and not the front. Really you would never run the overdrive while
you are in 4WD because you should never be going that fast while in 4x4. I loved the overdrive
and frequently used it when in 4wd on the desert and mountain trails. It kept me from having to
stop and shift between high and low on the smooth parts of the trail. Will the shift lever for this
unit use the same hole in the floor? Typically it would as long as your PTO used the same spot
in the floor board as the access cover. Questions: Does this kit contain everything needed for
the installation? If not what else is required? You would just need a boot and retainer ring.
Questions: I have a 46 CJ2A with 3 speed on the tree. How do you determine what spline and
tooth I need to order? You should have the 26 tooth count on that vehicle. Questions: I have an
71 CJ5 with the original v6, T14 trans bolted to a big hole Dana 18 transfer case. Will this
overdrive work or does have to be the T90? Yes, as long as it is the D18 transfer case you will
be all set. Will there be a problem with the lever location on this model? No, we have never had
a complaint. It will go forward of it. Questions: i have a 4wd pickup with flathead is this the right
kit. Yes, this is the proper overdrive for you. Thanks in advance. No, you can only have one or
the other. They bolt up to the same access cover on the back of the transfercase. Questions:
what transfer cases will this unit fit? Are there install diagrams? The D18 transfer case used on
all Willys. I'd like to know if will fit with the bench seat or if the shift lever can be modified to
work with Bench seat or if just will not work with a bench seat. I really like the bench seat and
prefer not to have to go to bucket seats. Questions: Do you offer an overdrive option for a T90 3
speed with a Dana transfer case? I do believe we can accommodate. Please call us toll free.
Questions: Will this kit work on a CJ6 with the V6. Yes it is for the V6 engine as well. Questions:
Hi. They are approx 25 pounds. Questions: Will this overdrive kit fit my FC? I believe with the FC
because it is cab over there may be some linkage issues. Questions: Where does the new gear
shift come out through the floor in relation to the main shift lever. It comes out between seats to
the rear of the main shifters. Questions: Do you have to relocat the drive shaft.? No it goes to
the left of the driveshaft on the access cover of the transfercase. Questions: I have the
daunltess v6 cj5 I dont think it has the t in it but im not sure? How could I check and do you
have anything or any recommendations that might work with this? Trying to obtain the golder
65mph without sweating it! It will be stamped on the side case of the transmission. I would
check it. Questions: I have a willys pickup supr hurricane 3spd, would you no what overdrive
unit would fit it? I have'nt looked inside to see how many teeth it has and I want an overdrive for
it,can you help me? This is the proper overdrive for it. Just remove the access cover on the rear
drivers side of your transfercase and count the number of teeth. Will this interfere with the
shifter placement or is there another location to place it? I believe you will clear but will have to
check. Questions: Can a 29 tooth gear overdrive be installed when my transfercase currently
has a 26 tooth gear in it? If you have 26 tooth you will need to use a overdrive set up for 26
tooth. Questions: I have a M38 with a buick V6. It has a T98 4 speed and a Dana 18 Transfer
Case. Would this overdrive unit work on my Jeep? Yes we have a kit that will work. Questions:
Do you sell the shifter and the linkage separately? If so, will they fit an original Warn unit?
These kits are specific to the Saturn only. Questions: I already have a power take off for my 53
willys truck how would I go about hooking it up as a overdrive. You can have one or the other
but not both. They both go onto the back of the transfercase access cover. Questions: Is the
overdrive and parts made in USA? Yes that is correct. Will it attach to this? We can custom
make them to. Questions: Does this unit allow you to split all of the gears on my cj 2a? Also
what is the round part in the picture of this unit? I take it the other parts are the Shifter,
overdrive unit, and metal cover to put the shifter thru. Is that correct? It is basically like adding
an extra top gear. It just bolts up to the access cover on the back of your transfercase. It will
come with full easy to follow instructions and is very stright forward on installation. Questions:
When you put this overdrive unit on the tranny, does this mean that you will have two main
gearshifts. It just adds an extra lever really to engauge it. Questions: how does this attatch
inside the transfer case? It just bolts to the back of it where the access cover is. You just
remove the gear pretty much and slide it in. Questions: I have a cj3a Ido not have a pto on my
transfer case just the the cover will it on it? Question By: jerry on Dec 24 AM. Yes this will just
bolt right up to the back of your access cover on your transfercase. Questions: I have a 68 cj 5

and I need to put a new exhaust. I have a v6 and the exhaust will be a single. It should follow the
original, but I plan on putting in the overdrive in January. Anything to worry about? I dont think
you should have any trouble with that. I cant image any interference issues. Questions: I have
warn od witha front pto off it will this one be able to replace it. This will take the place of the
PTO. Questions: so could you shift this in between gears to or just after your last gear? This is
a 4th gear more or less. Questions: this item can be used both in the transmission T90 and T
This is for Dana 18 transfercases only with T90 transmission. Questions: Can an electrical
solenoid on the Saturn Overdrive unit instead of the lever? If so which solenoid. These are
mechanical only on this. Questions: i own a 2wheel drive wagon with 4 cyl engine. They are
different for your 2x4 Station Wagon with the T96 transmission. Theis is for vehicles with
transfercases only. Questions: i know this is not a question but. You can have one or the other
bolted to the back access cover. Questions: I am wondering if you know anyone out there has
done the numbers for gas milage before and after the overdrive unit? Plus if I could put one of
these in my 49 cj-2a with a Buick V6? This really doesnt have anything to do with gas milegae.
Yes these will work fine with any D18 transfercase. Questions: I have a 46 cj-2a with a three
speed on the column would this work on mine. Yes, they bolt to the back of the transfercase off
the access panel. Questions: if I have a PTO can a overdrive still be instaled and if so how.
Questions: Will this work on a Cj5A 3 speed without an overdrive? Yes this is made for it. They
bolt right in. This is for top end only. You wont have to worry about that. Questions: I have a 56
Willys CJ5. Will that interfere with the overdrive unit? No this will not interfer. It bolts to the
access cover next to it on the back side of the transfercase. It is made specifically for this
application. Questions: I have a Cj3b Will the shifter for the overdrive come thru the floor
between the seats. Questions: is this unit a workable option on my '48 Jeepster. Will this fit?
And if so, what of the old components would need removed? These are not for a 48 jeepster.
They only fit the vehicles listed. Questions: I have an M38 with the removable floor plate
covering the transmission area. Will the boot plate and boot adapt to go over this floor plate?
Yes im sure it could be. Questions: Description says everything is included but I don't see the
shift lever boot. Questions: Does it come with a special shifter boot, or will the factory PTO
drive shifter boot work with this? The factory PTO boot should work with this fine. Questions: I
have a 53 CJ3A. Where does the shifter come through the floor? Does it come through the
factory PTO drive hole? Questions: Can the stock driveshaft be used or does it have to be
modified or replaced? Your stock driveshaft is fine. It bolts to the back of the transfercase next
to the driveshaft on the inspection cover. So it does not interfer or change anything on the
stock driveshaft. Questions: my stock cj2a tops out around 40 mph, what would be my new top
speed with this over drive? Questions: The description of the Saturn overdrive talks about
different splines. Do you need to know which spline configuration you have and specify for
ordering. It is either 26 or We can tell by your vehicle. Or you can count it be removing the cover
plate on the back of your transfercase. Continue Shopping or Go to Cart. Shop by Vehicle. Shop
By Diagram. Shop by Category. Sign Me Up. Get Connected. We ship internationally. We
proudly carry:. Privacy Policy Terms of Service Sitemap. Click on email button. Welcome to
eWillys. I update this website nearly every day with jeep deals, jeep history, interesting reader
projects, jeep related info, and more. These quick searches can help you find things on eBay.
People list in the wrong categories all the time, so don't be surprised to see brochures in the
parts area for example. The links to posts below show jeeps grouped by models, condition, and
other ways. Some of these jeeps are for sale and others have been sold. If you are unsure
whether a vehicle is still for sale or not, email me at d [at] ewillys. There are plenty of
interesting, unusual, historic and surprising stories related to Jeeps and their owners. In
addition, some of these features have nothing to do with jeeps. This link will display all featured
stories starting from the latest. Looking for parts and not sure where to go? There are a variety
of large and small new and used parts sellers both online and offline. Importantly, the allure of
buying a project jeep can be romantic. The reality of restoring a jeep can be quite different,
expensive and overwhelming without the right tools and resources. So, tread carefully when
purchasing a "project". If you have any concerns about buying a vintage jeep, or run across a
scam, feel free to contact me for help, comments or concerns. New condition not a rebuilt unit,
This was in a project Jeep I purchased that was never completed to run. Overdrive was mounted
but never used, new condition but is many years old. Includes Overdrive, new gasket and seal
set, new install lock and keeper set, shifter with floor plate and instructions. Dad never had an
overdrive in his jeep, but did have this catalog No. I suspect he built a few of these for Al
Carroll. A few years ago there was a post of an article that also highlighted this rare overdrive.
This may need a rebuild. Herm Tilford should be able to rebuild it. Will fit Willys jeeps, cj5, and
even the international scout. Part Number T 86 -1A 4! With R10B -1 E Overdrive! Comes
Complete as Shown! Working Condition Unknown! Storage Find! Stored Indoors! This overdrive

was recently re-built by Herm the Overdrive guy. It is fully functional. I had it in my FC but could
not get the linkage worked out to my satisfaction. Ended up selling the FC for other reasons and
now want to find a good home for this overdrive. This unit has low mileage and shows hardly
any wear. Will fit early jeep CJ 5. Maybe trade for good winch. Husky brand is a copy of the
Warn unit and made in Longmont ,Colo. Missing all shift levers. The trans is a t ,4spd. This
series of article images comes from Christian Harrison and thanks to Marty Tilford for spotting
it. You can find a similar article at the Four Wheeler Network. Particularly interesting to me is the
Dana mounted Sierra Overdrive. Willie Worthy of Four Wheeler was involved in the development
of it, but noted that a lack of capital doomed it. I am also looking for an PTO winch and
appropriate driveshafts for a Willys wagon or truck. Both work great removed from a CJ5. Had
the overdrive on my CJ and went from being able to do 45mph to 57mph. Doing and engine and
tranny swap so no longer need it. Overdrive is a Warn unit. It is a factory part not a knockoff.
Very rare. By early Husky was promoting a similar sized heavy-duty overdrive that sat between
the engine and transmission. More pics of the Warn Auxiliary Transmission. As is. Can send
more pictures and answer questions if interested. Will not sell any parts individually. Good
condition. Left door glass, front winch bumper, hood, tailgate, SM with adapter to model 18
transfer case. This is a 26 tooth unit. It is in great shape and ready to run. This has been
installed, but it has not been ran since it was gone through by Herm the Overdrive Guy. If you
are looking at this ad, I am sure you know what it is.
1997 jeep wrangler suspension diagram
2010 nissan altima fuse box diagram
1990 dodge cars
Please call, text, or email. It does turn and spin and all parts move. It is a Warn, the data tag
says it is a , but the gear has a 26 on it. It came off of a 18 transfer with a t transmission in a
willys m Includes new shifter with linkage and a new gasket install kit. Unit turns freely and is
not burnt up, but needs some new bearings. Google Ad Google Ad. Powered by Wordpress ,
theme based on the Simple Grid Theme. Some of the Daimler Chrysler, Inc. Home About email
Need to contact me and don't have my email? Post navigation Page 1 of 97 1 2 3 4 Seller has
several parts for sale, including a 26 tooth Warn OD. Looks like it includes the shifter. Dan
shared this one. If you need the comb, this seems worth a look. Could be a good price. The
Sierra Overdrive was designed to mount to a Dana No pics provided. Looks like it might need a
rebuild. Given the mileage, the tc probably needs a rebuild. Somebody need this one? Not many
of these around. Google Ad. COM Andy's m All rights reserved.

